SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND
REGISTRY: BRISBANE
NUMBER: BS 6002/17
Applicant:

New Acland Coal Pty Ltd ACN 081 022 380
AND

First Respondent:

Paul Anthony Smith, Member of the Land Court of Queensland
AND

Second Respondent:

Oakey Coal Action Alliance Inc.
AND

Third Respondent:

Chief Executive, Department of Environment and Heritage
Protection

to the order of Bowskill J dated 28 November 2017.

AMENDED APPLICATION FOR A STATUTORY ORDER OF REVIEW AND APPLICATION
FOR REVIEW
Application for the following relief:
1.

To review pursuant to s.20 of the Judicial Review Act 1991 (Qld) (JR Act) the decisions
of the First Respondent made on 31 May 2017 as recorded in the Land Court of
Queensland decision New Acland Coal Pty Ltd v Ashman & Ors and Chief Executive,
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (No. 4) [2017] QLC 24 which:
recommended under s.269 of the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Old) (MRA) that
the Applicant's mining lease application 50232 be rejected (50232 Decision);
recommended under s.269 of the MRA that the Applicant's mining lease
application 700002 be rejected (700002 Decision); and
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(c)

recommended under s.190 and s.191 of the Environmental Protection Act 1994

0
E
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>
0

(Old) (EPA) that the application to amend the environmental authority number
EPML 00335713 (EA) be refused (EA Decision).
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The 50232 Decision, 700002 Decision and the EA Decision together are referred to as the

-0

a)

Decisions.
2.

To review pursuant to s.21 of the JR Act certain conduct of the First Respondent in making
the Decisions.
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3.

4.

To review pursuant to s.43 of the JR Act the Decisions and to seek:
(a)

A prerogative order of certiorari in respect of the Decisions; and

(b)

A declaration that the Decisions are invalid.

To seek pursuant to s.10 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Qld), s.58 of the Constitution of
Queensland 2001 (Qld) and this Court's inherent jurisdiction, a declaration that the Decisions
are unlawful and invalid.

The Applicant is aggrieved by the Decisions because:
1

The Applicant is a legal entity being an Australian Proprietary Company that is limited by
shares.

2.

The Applicant currently owns and operates the New Acland Mine at Acland in the State of
Queensland on mining leases 50170 and 50216.

3.

The Applicant is the applicant under the MRA for mining lease applications 50232 and
700002 (the MLAs) which have been applied for by the Applicant to expand and continue
the existing operations at the New Acland Mine (the Stage 3 Project).

4.

The Applicant is the holder of the EA and is also the applicant for an amendment to that EA
(EA Amendment Application).

5.

The applications for the MLAs were objected to pursuant to s.260 of the MRA, and were then
referred to the Land Court of Queensland with the objections under s.265 of the MRA.

6.

In addition, submissions were made in relation to the EA Amendment Application under
s.160 of the EPA.

7

After considering the submissions, on 28 August 2015, the Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection (DEHP) decided that the EA Amendment Application be approved
subject to conditions. Following that decision, several submitters gave notice under s.182 of
the EPA that their submission be taken to be an objection, and those objections were then
referred to the Land Court of Queensland under s.185 of the EPA.

8.

The Applicant called evidence, made submissions and otherwise actively was a participant in
the hearings held before the Land Court of Queensland which were held concurrently under
s.268 of the MRA for the MLAs and s.188 of the EPA for the EA Amendment Application.

9.

The Decisions respectively recommended the rejection of the MLAs and the refusal of the
EA Amendment Application. Those recommendations if accepted by the final decision
makers under the MRA and EPA will seriously affect the Applicant's interests as mining
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cannot occur on the MLAs and the mining at the New Acland Mine will cease when reserves
of coal on the existing mining leases are exhausted.
The grounds of the application are:
1.

In making the EA Decisions, the First Respondent made an errors of law by fain-1g to
properly interpret and apply s.190(2) of the EP Act and, in making the 50232 Decision, failed
to-p-rop-e-Fly-i-nterpret and apply s.269(4) of the MRA, in finding that:
the evening and night noise limits that should be set in the EA for the Stage 3 Project
are lower than those in a stated condition of the Coordinator-General (CG) under
s.47C of the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 (Old)
(SDPWOA);
(ai)

by reason of s.190(2) of the EPA the lower noise limits could not be recommended
because that would be inconsistent with the CG stated condition;

(aii)

the only option was to recommend the EA Amendment Application be refused and the
MLAs be rejected,

with the consequence that:
(a)---the-rel-evant-GO-14421-LIGt-ef-the-Re-spo-R-cl-e-4-421-m-aki-rig4-11-e-EA-DeGi-s-i-041-a-Rel-502-32
d s.21(2)(f) of the JR Act;
(b)

the First Respondent did not have jurisdiction to make the EA Decisions and 50232
Decision pursuant to s.20(2)(c) of the JR Act;

(bi)

the Decisions involved an improper exercise of power pursuant to ss.20(2)(e) and
23(a) of the JR Act;

(c)

the EA Decisions and the 50232 Decision involved errors of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f)
of the JR Act; and

(d)

the EA Decisions and the 50232 Decision were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to
s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act.
Particulars
(i)(A)

Upon the proper construction of the EPA, the MRA and the
SDPWOA, by reason of the CG's stated condition, the First
Respondent did not have jurisdiction to consider whether lower
noise limits should be set or to recommend the EA Amendment
Application be refused and the MLAs be rejected because he
considered that lower noise limits should be set.

(i)(B)

Alternatively, upon the proper construction of s.190(2) of the EPA,
lower noise limits were not inconsistent with the CG's stated
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condition.

(i)

The Alternatively, the First Respondent erred by interpreting to the
extent-that-121-e-inter-pr-eteel-s,190(--2)-ef the EPA as mandating, in the
event of the First Respondent reaching a conclusion that a lower
noise limits amounted to an inconsistency with the Coordinator
General CG's stated condition, that the EA Amendment Application
be recommended for refusal.

(iiA)

The First Respondent did not conduct the balancing exercise
required by s.191 of the EPA.

(ii)

The First Respondent erred to the extent that he considered that
he was compelled to recommend rejection of the MLAs for this the
above reasons.

2.

In making the EA Decisions, the First Respondent made are errors of law by failing to
pr-oper--l-y-apply-the-applicalal-e4e-gal-K-4-RGi-p-les-Fegard-ing in finding that air quality and noise
limits in the Applicant's current EA may have been or had been exceeded and the proper
bise-whi-c-h-soul-€1-lae-m-ade-of-the-E-A-ih-the-eirGici-mstanGes, with the consequence that:
(a)

the relevant conduct of the First Respondent in making the EA Decisions was unlawful
under ss.21(2)(b), ss.21(2)(c), 21(2)(e) and 23(a), and s.21(2)(f) and 21(2)(i) of the JR
Act;

(b)

the First Respondent did not have jurisdiction to make the EA Decisions pursuant to
s.20(2)(c) of the JR Act;

(c)

the EA Decisions involved an improper exercise of power under ss.20(2)(e) and 23(a)
of the JR Act

(d)

the EA Decisions involved an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of the JR Act; and

(e)

the EA Decisions were was otherwise contrary to law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR
Act.
Particulars
The-Respah-el-eh-t-i-Ree-r-rerat

assesse42141a-e-past-p-erfocman-Ge-ef-the-Apialicapit

with respect to the current EA by considering that:
th-e-r-e-were-exceeclanGes-of--Gertaih-Gr--iteria-ih-the-EA-pcedemihahtly
eh-the-basi-s-of-the-1-i-ve-d-experie-RGes-of---the-algjerato-r -and
(ii)

such exceedances amounted to a fai-l-ure to comply with the EA,

which, as a result, led to the Respondent incorrectly mak-i-ng-a-d-v-e-rse-fi44€1-in-gs
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agalFist-t-he-Ap-pti-caRt-with-re-speGt-to-4-s-p-a-s-t-perfor-m-anGe,
CO

The First Respondent conducted or permitted an inquiry into and made findings
in relation to possible or likely breaches of the Applicant's current EA in relation
to air quality and noise when, on the proper construction of the EPA and the
MRA, the Land Court did not have jurisdiction to do that.

it)

Alternatively, in making findings about possible or likely breaches of the
Applicant's current EA in relation to air quality and noise, the First Respondent:
A.

acted unreasonably, inconsistently and irrationally in that the First
Respondent correctly found at paragraphs [571], [1792] and [1823] that
the hearing did not involve judging or making findings in relation to the
Applicant's current EA and that proof of environmental nuisance required
different processes than those undertaken by the Land Court as part of
the hearing;

B.

erroneously construed the Applicant's current EA as imposing strict limits;

C.

failed to consider the Applicant's evidence and submissions about the
proper construction of the Applicant's current EA and possible or likely
breaches of the Applicant's current EA in relation to air quality and noise;
and

D.

failed to provide adequate reasons for the findings or for rejecting the
Applicant's evidence and submissions about the proper construction of
the Applicant's current EA and possible or likely breaches of the
Applicant's current EA in relation to air quality and noise.

3.

In making the Decisions, the Respondent made an errors of law by failing to property
inte-rprot-an-cl-a-pp-1-y-th-e-a-p-ptical

f-proof--and proper scope of his jurisdiction inquiring

into and making findings about the past performance of DEHP, with the consequence that:
(a)

the relevant conduct of the First Respondent in making the Decisions was unlawful
under cs.21(2)(b),ss.21(2)(c), 21(2)(e) and 23(a), and s.21(2)(f) of the JR Act;

(b)

the First Respondent did not have jurisdiction to make the Decisions pursuant to
s.20(2)(c) of the JR Act;

(b)(i) the Decisions involved an improper exercise of power pursuant to ss.20(2)(e) and
23(a) of the JR Act;
(c)

the Decisions involved an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of the JR Act; and

(d)

the Decisions were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act.
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Particulars
T-h-e-ResiaGncle-nt-effed-by-i-RteF-p-Feting-his-adm-i-ni-stFative-Fele-as-vest-i-Rg-h-im
wit-11-a-R-unfette-Fe421-i-nquisite-r-ia-1-404-e-that-was-riet-Gtherwise-Goigfi-necil-lay-t-h-e
ap-p-1-iGab-le-ebie-Gti-en-far-ev-i-sio-n-s-of-th-e-E-P-A-aRcl-the-M-RA-under-which-the
proceedings were brought.

kp

The First Respondent conducted or permitted an inquiry into and made findings
in relation to the past performance of DEHP when, on the proper construction of
the EPA and the MRA, there was no jurisdiction to do that.

(ii)

Alternatively, in making findings about the past performance of DEHP, the First
Respondent:
A.

acted unreasonably, inconsistently and irrationally in that the First
Respondent correctly found at paragraphs [566] and [571] that the
hearing was not an inquiry into the operations of DEHP or anything like it
and did not involve judging or making findings in relation to the
Applicant's current EA; and

B.
(iii)
4.

failed to provide adequate reasons for the findings.

The Applicant repeats and relies on paragraph 2 above.

In making the Decisions, the First Respondent made an errors of law and failed to properly
apply the applicable legal principles regarding the Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy
2008 (Old) (Noise EPP) and s.51 of the Environmental Protection Regulation 2008 (Old)
(EPR) with the consequence that:
(-a)-

the relevant conduct of the Respondent in making the Decisions was unlawful under

(a)

the Decisions involved an improper exercise of power pursuant to ss.20(2)(e) and
23(b) of the JR Act;

(b)

the Respondent made an the Decisions involved an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f)
of the JR Act; and

(c)

the making of the Decisions involved an improper exercise of power contrary to
s.20(2)(e)-ef4he-JR-A-Gt-i-R4h-at-the-RespaRel-ent-fai-l-ed-to-take-Felevant-Gens-i-defatieps
into account were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act.
Particulars
(i)

In determining that s.10 of the Noise EPP should be used to set
the noise limits, the First Respondent asked himself the wrong
question, being whether s.10 or Schedule 1 of the Noise EPP
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should be used to determine noise limits and did not carry out the
environmental objective assessment referred to in s.51(1)(a) of the
EPR and then give consideration to relevant aspects of the Noise
EPP (pursuant to s.51(1)(c) of the EPR). refers to the noise which
an activity or projeGt-ispe-r-m-i-ttedL-te-Gausearld-tislat-th-e
appr-ep-riate-no-ise-1-evel-fGr-evehing-ahel-h4g-ht-e-pecatiGhs-s-heu-1-€1-be
s-et-i-h-aGGerdahee-with sl 0, the First Re-spanclehtfaifeel4e
consider that s.10(2) of the Noise EPP applies "to the extent that it
is-reaseh-abl-e-to-el-e-sefin determining that s.10 of the Noise EPP refers to the noise which
an activity or project is "permitted" to cause, and that the

set in accordance with s.10, the respondent failed to give rgasons
why-it-was r aconablc to apply s.10(2) of the Noise EPP.
(iii)

Further, or in the alternative, In giving determinative effect to the
conclusion about the question referred to in paragraph (i) above,
the First Respondent failed to have regard to correctly interpret
and apply the Noise EPP, s.51 of the EPR and s.191 of the EPA
and take relevant material into account including:
A.

that the draft EA limits are consistent with acoustic quality
objectives in the Noise EPP and are more onerous than the
levels contemplated by Schedule 1 of the Noise EPP;

B.

the expert evidence and submissions on matters relevant to
the proper application of the statutory assessment regime
including that the "existing acoustic environment" in the
a-p-p-l-iGat-i-eh-ef as referred to in s.10 of the Noise EPP
includes the noise of existing mine activities;

C.

the recognition in Schedule 1 of the Noise EPP that the
evening acoustic quality objective may be higher than the
night time acoustic quality objective given the higher ambient
levels in a dwelling in the evening period;

D.

that even if it was accepted that the acoustic quality
objectives in Schedule 1 of the Noise EPP refer to total
noise measured at a sensitive receptor, the conditions of the
draft EA accommodate this;

E.

that the recommended noise limits were artificial because
they were based upon "minimum deemed background noise
levels of 30d8(A) in the evening and night and 35d8(A)
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during the day periods"; and
F.

the acoustic quality objectives of the Noise EPP are
intended to enhance or protect the environmental value of
"health and well being", so that if the Noise EPP recognises
that those values are protected at 37dB(A) in the night time
and 42dB(A) in the evening time, then a lower limit is neither
reasonable or practical.

(iv)

The Respondent erred in applying-s,1-0-Gf-the-Naise-EP-P-rather
than Schedule 1 of the Noise EPP in respect of noise levels for

time periods.
(-v-)

5,-

The Respondent erred in failing-te-pro-per-l-y-interpfet-all-d-apply

in-making-t-h-e-De61-S-.1-0-n-S-,-t-he-Res-pende-nt-pnade-an-er-FOC-of-1-aw-13-y-ad-versely-asse-s-sing-the

e-pjae-r-tuni-ty-to-a-el-d-res-s-t-h-e-base-s-of-that-asse-ss-m-ent-i-n-aserandanGe-wit-h414e-pr-i-nsiples-of
natural justice, with the consequence that:
(a)

the relevant conduct of the Respondent in making the Decisions was unlawful under
.,-6.21(2)(b), 21(2)(c) and s.21(2)(f) of the JR Act;

(43-)----t-h-e-Res-pGndent-di-421-14Gt-h-ave-j-uns-cl-i-etiGn-te-na-a-ke4-h-e-DeGiS40-146-p-61-r-&61-a-n-t-te--s,-2-0-(-2-)(G)
of the JR Act;
(c)

the Decisions involved an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of the JR Act; and

(4)---tne-D-eGiS4GRS-were-otnerwise-Gentr--ary-te-law--purs-u-antParticulars
The-reievant-witnesses-affeGtecl-by-t12is-error-inGlude4-
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(-0

Bruce Denney;

(-0

Deidre Elliott;

(iii)

Denis Janetzki;

(iv)

Leone Janetzk.;

(v)

David Cooper;

(-v1)

Graham Cooke;

441-4

Tracey Tierney;

9
Den-al-d-Bal-1-e
(ix)
6.

aRct

Brian Barnett.

In making the Decisions, the First Respondent made an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of
the JR Act and the Decisions involved an improper exercise of power pursuant to ss.20(2)(e)
and 23(a) of the JR Act and were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR
Act in incorrectly applying the reasoning and result in Xstrata Coal Queensland Pty Ltd & Ors
v. Friends of the Earth - Brisbane Co-Op Ltd & Ors, and Department of Environment and
Resource Management [2012] QLC 013 (-Wa-n-d-o-a-n) to the facts of the case which was the
subject of the Decisions.

7.

In making the Decisions, the First Respondent made an errors of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f)
of the JR Act and the Decisions involved an improper exercise of power pursuant to
ss.20(2)(e), 23(a) and 23(b) of the JR Act and were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to
s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act by failing to properly interpret and apply the principle of
intergenerational equity contained within the Standard Criteria as mandated by s.191 of the
EPA.
Particulars
The First Respondent incorrectly applied the principle of
intergenerational equity by considering that the principle was as a
mandatory requirement which should be assessed by reference to
whether it is or its sub-principles are complied with or breached,
rather than correctly applying the principle as one of the
considerations under the Standard Criteria and s.191 of the EPA
to be balanced with other considerations including the economic
benefits of the Stage 3 Project.
(ii)

The First Respondent incorrectly applied the principle of
intergenerational equity by the manner in which he applied the
following sub-principles:

(iii)

A.

the "conservation of quality principle"; and

B.

the "conservation of options principle".

In applying the principle of intergenerational equity, the First
Respondent's reasoning was unreasonable, inconsistent and
irrational and he took into account matters irrelevant to the
application of the principle as follows:
A.

at paragraph [1344 the First Respondent stated that the
coal in relation to the Stage 3 Project will remain in the
ground to be mined by future generations who perhaps find
ways to do that when the risk to landowner groundwater
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supplies is either completely removed or lessened and
perhaps find processes of burning or using the energy
produced by coal in such ways that no GHG or pollutant
effect is caused; and
B.

that conclusion was based on speculation by the First
Respondent, not supported by evidence, and in
circumstances where the First Respondent found at
paragraphs [91 and [10901 - [10941, that there were no
concerns regarding climate change and that the objections
relating to climate change (scope 3 GHG emissions) had not
been made out on the basis that, in summary, there would
be no net increase in scope 3 GHG emissions as a result of
the Stage 3 Project and there may in fact be less scope 3
GHG emissions.

(iv)

In applying the principle of intergenerational equity, the First
Respondent failed to take into account matters relevant to the
application of the principle as outlined below.
At paragraphs [13281 and [13291, the First Respondent accepts
submissions of the Second Respondent to the effect that:
A.

457 ha of mine voids will be permanently lost to cropping;

B.

923 ha of good quality land within the MLA will probably be
lost to cropping;

C.

the Stage 3 Project will potentially remove the option for
22,000 ha (incorrectly referred to by Second Respondent as
20,000 hectares in one place in its submissions quoted by
the First Respondent in paragraph [13281) of land in the
drawdown zone of the mine to be used for cropping; and

D.

future generations will not have access to the mineral
resources extracted by the proposal.

(vi)

In accepting the submissions of the Second Respondent referred
to above, the First Respondent failed to consider:
A.

in respect of the 457 ha of mine void land, the CG's
condition requiring NAC to secure an offset with respect to
such land and related expert evidence;

B.

in respect of the 923 ha of land within MLA 50232, the CG's
imposed condition requiring the Applicant to rehabilitate
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disturbed land to support the best post-disturbance land use
ossible and related expert evidence:
C.

in respect of the 22,000 hectares of land that the First
Respondent considered may be lost to cropping, this area
was a theoretical figure assumed only for the purposes of
the economic analysis and the undisputed expert evidence
was that cropping within that area is predominantly dry land
cropping which is not dependent on groundwater;

D.

in respect of the 22,000 hectares of land in the drawdown
zone, how any drawdown impacts will be managed in
accordance with the evidence and submissions referred to in
paragraph 15 below; and

E.

in respect of access to the mineral resources by future
generations, those same mineral resources would be
extracted to benefit the current generation if the mine
proceeds and this was a matter that needed to be
considered as part of the balancing exercise that the First
Respondent failed to undertake.

(vii)

At paragraph [13341, the First Respondent concludes that "there is
a tension between a requirement for a make good agreement and
intergenerational equity" and at paragraph [13361 that the
Applicant's draft make good agreement "does not. . .make any real
effort to meet the needs of impacted landholders in 200 years
time". In doing so, the First Respondent misunderstood the
effects of a make good agreement generally, misunderstood and
misinterpreted the Applicant's draft make good agreement and
failed to consider the evidence and submissions referred to in
paragraph 15 below . The First Respondent further failed to
consider in accordance with case authority that the Applicant
would comply with its legal obligations in respect of the Stage 3
Project.

&

The making of-t-he-Der,iSiG-n-s-by-the-Resp-Gncl-ent-inve-1-ve€1-an-effar-ef-law-p-u-rs-uant-te
s,2-0-(-20-ef-the-J-R-AGt-and-a-R-i-mpFe-pec-e*e-FG-iSe-of-pGwe-r-puFsuant-te-s,2-0(-2-)(e)-€444e-J-R
Act-i-R-t-hat-th-e-Respe-Rden4-tee-k-i-140-aGe494114-iffelevan-t-Ge-R-s-ideratiGns-and-fai-lecl-te-take-i-Rto
aGG0144:11-Felevant-Gen-s-i4eratien-s-i-n-i-n-teriaretin-g-a-Rel-a-p-plying-t-he-pf-i-Reip-1-e-S-ef
intergeReration-a-1-equity-Gellai-necl-withi-n-the-Standard-Griteri-a-as-m-andated-4-s,1-9-1-of-the
EPA.

9.

The making of the Decisions by the First Respondent involved a lack of jurisdiction pursuant
to s.22(c) of the JR Act, an improper exercise of power pursuant to ss.20(2)(e) and 23(a) of
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the JR Act, an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of the JR Act and was otherwise contrary to
law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act in that the First Respondent incorrectly applied the
principle of intergenerational equity as a ground of refusal of the MLAs and by considering
that principle to be relevant under the criteria in s.269(4)(i), s.269(4)(k) and s.269(4)(m) of
the MRA.
10.

The making of the Decisions by the First Respondent involved a lack of jurisdiction pursuant
to s.22(c) of the JR Act, an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of the JR Act and the Decisions
involved an improper exercise of power pursuant to ss.20(2)(e) and 23(a) of the JR Act and
were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act in that the Respondent
incorrectly oonsi-citer-ecl-the found at paragraph [1721 as a matter of construction impact of the
as-a-bas-i-s-for--the-DeGi-S-iOR-S-h-ang--regard to of the MRA and/or EPA
that it was necessary for groundwater issues to be "fully considered" in the hearing before
him, when that--matter---i-S-RGt-r-egu-late€1-19-y-the-M-R4-o-F-t-t:le-E---PA--but-i-s-regulate€1-by-t-he upon
the proper construction of the MRA, the EPA and the Water Act 2000 (QId) (Water Act):
(a)

the potential impacts of taking and interfering with groundwater on the quantity of
groundwater available to surrounding landowners are to be assessed and managed
under the associated water licence and underground water obligations provisions of
the Water Act and were outside the scope of the Land Court's jurisdiction for the
hearing;

fi3_)

alternatively, it was not necessary for those potential impacts to be "fully considered"
at the hearing and such a consideration was inconsistent with the statutory scheme
and involved precluding or pre-judging the outcome of the approvals processes under
the Water Act.

1-1,

T-he-m-aki-ng-e4-the-DeGi-s-i-O-R-S-4-the-Respe-n-den-t--i-rwelved-an-i-m-pFepec-exerGi-se-of-pGwer
crentrary-to-s,20(2)( e)-of-the-JR-Ast-ip-that-the-Respondent
(a)

took irrelevant considerations into account;

(b)

failed to take relevapt-oo-n-s-i4e-ration-s-iRto--aGG0414t-HaRcl

(c)

purported to exercise the power in a way that was so unreasonable that no r asonable
parson-soulel-so-exeroise-t-h-e-power-a-R-4/-GF-i-n-vol-veel-i-r-r-atiop-al-rea-soni-R-9-ancgor
conclusions.
PartiGulars

(i)

The Respondent took into account the broader historical activities

matters being irrelev-a-Rt-oons-ideFatio-R-s-to4he-p-Fo-par-m-aki-Rg-of-the
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The Respondent demonstrated irrational reasoning in that he
accepted evidense-frecn-lay-obj-eGte-r-s-in-respedt-of-matters
Fequiring-teshniqa1-ex-pert-i-se-where-thes-e-withes-ses-nad-no
denl-ehstrated-experti-se,-i-n-prefe-rence-te-the-establi-shed-experts
who gave evidence on behalf of the Applicant.
(iii)

The Respondent demonstrated irrational reasoning in that he
naade4incl-i-n-g-s-t-hat-were-uns-u-ppdr-te-d-by-a-R-y-p-Fe-laat-iv-e-ev-id-e-nde,

12.

In making the Decisions, the First Respondent made breashed-t-he-Fule-s-of-natural-jus-t-iee
p-ur-suant-to-s,2-0-(-2-KaYand-sT2-14-2)(a)-ef-the-.1-R-AGt-i-R-that-the-Res-pdnd-ent-rnade adverse
conclusions in circumstances where he had failed to properly put to the Applicant and the
Applicant's witnesses relevant adverse material and concerns, and the conclusions were
unreasonable and irrational, with the consequence that:
(a)

the Decisions involved a breach of the rules of natural justice pursuant to s.20(2)(a) of
the JR Act;

(b)

the Respondent did not have jurisdiction to make the Decisions pursuant to s.20(2)(c)
of the JR Act;

fc)

the Decisions involved an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of the JR Act; and

(d)

the Decisions were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act.
Particulars
fi)

During the hearing, shortly after commencement of the evidence of the
Applicant's lay witness Mr Denney, the First Respondent informed the legal
representatives of the Applicant and the Second Respondent that he had
wondered whether Mr Denney was being coached in the witness box but had
concluded this was not the case and that what he observed was simply the
over-exuberant reactions of the Applicant's employees in the gallery. At the
request of the First Respondent, the employees were spoken to and the issue
was not raised again. Mr Denney gave evidence for a further 5 days. At
paragraphs [2141 to [2181, the First Respondent's observations in connection
with these matters formed a substantial part of his reasons for giving little or no
weight to Mr Denney's evidence (apart from documents). The First Respondent
also criticised the Applicant for not addressing the matter in its submissions
even though he had not again raised it and had previously indicated that no
coaching was occurring. Further, it was unreasonable or irrational to give little or
no weight to Mr Denny's evidence (apart from documents) without regard to the
content of the evidence or whether it was controverted or corroborated.

i)

The land on which the mine is located and much of the surrounding land,
including in Acland itself, is owned by a related company of the Applicant. Over
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a period of time most of the buildings on the owned land have been lawfully
removed. Mr Beutel, one of the objectors, is one of the remaining residents of
Acland. The First Respondent suggested at paragraph [13701 that the removal
of buildings from the owned land may have been part of a deliberate strategy to
put pressure on Mr Beutel to relocate. This suggestion was not put to the
Applicant during the course of the hearing. Further, the conclusion had no
reasonable or rational basis in the evidence and is not accompanied by
adequate reasons.
13.

In making the Decisions, the First Respondent breached the rules of natural justice pursuant
to s.20(2)(a) and s.21(2)(a) of the JR Act in that the Decisions were made in circumstances
where there was apprehended bias.
Particulars
(i)

The Respondent threatened contempt proceedings against the
managing director and chef executive officer of New Hope
Corporation Limited, the parent company of the Applicant, and
alse-against-a-se-Rier-em-ployee-of-New-H-ape-Geriadration-L-41-4-ed-,
and-cl-uring-a-pce4m-in-ary-h-ea-r-i-Rg-en-gaged-i-R-i-Rtem-perate
ex-G-14anges--wit-11-t-he-Appl-iGaRtls-Se-n-ior-Cdunse-Idal-l-ed-i-nte
question the Applicant's
had-i-Rfer-r-ed-b-ia-s-agai-Rs-t-th-e-Res-poRde-Rt-i-n-ei-rdups tan-Ges-where
Re-s-UGh-144fer-e-n-Ges-reas-e-Rably-could-be-drawn-Eand-t-h-en-seug4t
the assistance of an objector to determine the issue. In the
circumstances particularised below, a fair minded lay observer
might reasonably apprehend that the Member might not have
brought an impartial mind to the Decisions.
T-h-e-Respoildent-U-rifeaSORably-assess-e-cl-t-h-e-Gred-i-Vm-eti-vatio-n-of
the-AdpiiGaRt-and4he-Ap91iGanlis-witnesses--in-a01-adver-se-FRan-Pief
while not undertaking a similar exercise in respect of the objectors.
The First Respondent:
A.

listed a hearing on 2 February 2017 for the Applicant to
explain its actions in relation to 2 press reports that the
First Respondent stated:
.01

appeared to emanate from the Applicant;
identified the First Respondent's leave as a
cause of delay in making the Decisions;

(III)

may have amounted to a diminution of the First
Respondent's own reputation, an attack upon
the integrity of the First Respondent and the
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Land Court, an attempt to erode public
confidence in the Land Court and a contempt of
the Land Court;
B.

at a hearing on 2 February 2017 in relation to the
Applicant's application to reopen the hearing, published
an interlocutory decision and read in open Court a
passage of that decision (paragraph 1971) in which the
First Respondent found the Applicant was the cause of
delay in making the Decisions; and

C.

at the hearing on 2 February 2017 in relation to the
possible contempt:
fl

stated that the 2 press reports conveyed the
impression that the First Respondent's leave
was a cause of delay in making the Decisions
and would cost lots of jobs;

(II)

stated that at a personal level the 2 press
reports cut deep and that maybe the First
Respondent was too thin skinned and should
retire or recuse himself for bias;

(Ill)

initially would not read 2 affidavits on behalf of
the Applicant and, upon later reading the 2
affidavits, unreasonably concluded that 1 of the
deponents had confirmed to the press that the
First Respondent's leave was a cause of delay
in making the Decisions;

(IV)

engaged in intemperate and sarcastic
exchanges with the Applicant's Senior Counsel
in which the First Respondent called into
question the Applicant's bona fides, suggested
that it may suit the Applicant to create a false
impression in the community and suggested
that the Applicant had alleged bias against the
First Respondent in circumstances where no
such conclusions could reasonably be made;

(V)

requested the objector (Mrs Plant) who had
brought 1 of the press reports to the First
Respondent's attention and who was highly
deposed against the Applicant, to help his
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objectivity as to what the press reports
conveyed;
(VI)

without any finding of contempt, sought a public
statement from the Applicant to the effect it was
not the Applicant's intention to create the
impression that the Member's leave was a
cause of delay in making the Decisions and a
commitment that the Applicant would
communicate that to the relevant press.

(iii)

The Respondent alleged that a key-witne-s-s-of-theApp-I4Gari-t
.
-was
Goa-G-14ed-i-n4he-ce-urse-of--h-l-s-eviden-Ge---T-he-Res-pen-dent-4121-e44
ul-t-i-m-ately-GenGluded-that-t-h-e-witiless-was-11-Gt-se-GoaGhed,
H-Gwever-r -the-Respe-nclent-then-proGeedec1449-attri-13-u-te-s-ign-ifisan-t
at
as-se-s-sment-in-t-h-e-DeGiSiGR-S-alaGut-t-la-e-ore421-4-of-thi-s-wit-Ress-and

evidence of the witness. The First Respondent's reasons for the
Decisions gives rise to an apprehension that the First Respondent
continued to be affected by the views he had formed in respect of
the 2 press articles and the 2 February 2017 hearing in that:
A.

at paragraphs [1141-[1301the First Respondent revisited
the issues of the cause of delay (including paragraph
[971 of the interlocutory decision published on 2
February 2017) and found that the Applicant was, and
the First Respondent was not, the cause of any delay;

B.

at paragraphs [1231-11261, the First Respondent stated
that it was telling against the Applicant's claims of
urgency that in 2005 it had estimated that there was
sufficient resource to last until about 2021, that the
change in estimate was unexplained and that it was
interesting the Applicant had not referred to the 2005
estimate;

C.

those statements were unreasonable and irrational,
made without consideration or analysis of relevant
evidence and submissions and without adequate
reasons;

D.

at paragraphs [18621-118781, the First Respondent
included an epilogue that was irrelevant to the
Decisions, referred to the hearing on 2 February 2017
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and sought to explain the First Respondent's
independence by reference to the First Respondent's
personal history.
(iv)

The tone of the Respondent's reasoning in respect of the Decisions
surggests-t-hat-t-h-ere-was-rnal-a-fides-by-the-Appl-ioant-i-n-res-pect-of
var-i-ous--steps-unel-ertake-n-t4roug-hout-the--Ge-61-Fse-ef-t-he-progres-s-io-R
of the broader New Acland Mine project, in circumstances where
the--evide-Rce-d-e-mo-R-strateel-that-a-1-1-actioisi-s-u-ncle-rtaken-b-y-the
Applicant were legal, and when objectively a,sessocl-,-4214-n-ot
establish any mala fides. The First Respondent's reasons for the
Decisions include emotive statements favourable to several
objectors and emotive statements attributing disrespect, offence, or
improper conduct or motives to the Applicant as a result of
legitimate actions or submissions on its behalf. The statements
were made without consideration or analysis of relevant evidence
and submissions and without adequate reasons. The statements
are:
A.

At paragraph [30], in respect of the evidence of some
objectors.

B.

At paragraph [32], in respect of the position of an objector
(Mr Beutel) being in many ways far in excess of the fiction in
the movie, The Castle.

C.

At paragraphs [731 - [77], [862], [1353], [1368] - [1370], in
respect of Acland. At [1370], the First Respondent
speculates whether the removal of buildings from land in
Acland purchased by an associated company of the
Applicant was a deliberate ploy to pressure Mr Beutel to
leave Acland.

D.

At paragraphs [507] and [1389], in respect of submissions
on behalf of the Applicant concerning an objector (Dr Plant).

E.

At paragraph [523] of the Decisions, in respect of
submissions on behalf of the Applicant concerning an
objector (Mrs Harrison).

F.

At paragraph [744], in respect of an analogy between the
method of addressing complaints concerning the Applicant's
mining activities and a robbery.

G.

At paragraphs [1247] and [1390], in respect of disrespect
allegedly shown by the Applicant towards objectors.
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H.

At paragraph 116331, in respect of whether the Applicant
would have provided advice of the Independent Expert
Scientific Committee (IESC) under materially different
circumstances.

I.

At paragraph [16631, in respect of disrespect allegedly
shown by the Applicant towards the members of the
Independent Expert Scientific Committee (IESC) and the
First Respondent.

( )

The-Respenclent-rejesteel4he-evidence-ef-the-AppliGant-ancl-the
Applicant's witnessesT-notwithstand-ng4ne-alasanee-of-an-y
probative contrary evidence.

(vi)

The First Respondent unreasonably and/or irrationally assessed
the character, motivations and/or conduct (current and previous) of
the Applicant - refer to particulars in paragraphs (iii) and (iv) above.

OA)

The-Res-pendent--ad-apted-a-pos-ition-ef--ele-fasto-adveGaGy-i-n
respect of the objectors' content.ons and evidence, including by
failing to reasonably assess questions of credit arising in respect of
these-abjeGter-s-as-som-parecl-te-the-treatment-of-the-AppliGant-,-ancl
by-adeiati-ng-u-nnesessar-i-l-y-emeti-ve-l-anguage-t-nfau-g-nout-411e
p-FeGeed-ings-a-R-€1-t-he-laeGisi-Gns-in-a-way-that-was--11-0t-Gen-si-stent
wlth-t-h-e-ev-idenGe-that-was-iP4aot-led-do-ri-ng414-e-pr-oGead-ings.
The Respondent based his Decisions upon the objectors'
evidence in circumstances where he made no or limited reference
to the--rel-evant-ev-id-enee of the Applicant.

(ix)

The-Respendent-,-i-n-the-D-e-Gi-S-i-GIR-S-,---rejeGted-the-evidenGe--Gf-a
num-ber-of-tne-Apial-i-Gantls-witnesses,but then failed to provide
adequate explanation for such rejection, inst ad justifying the
absenGe-of-any-ex-pl-anation-by-referenGe-to-the-length-of-the
reasons as a whole, or on the basis that it was unnecessary.

(-x-)

The Respondent, on one occasion, threatened to dismiss all
evidence in chief (though subsequently determined not to do so)
where leave had not first been sought, despite objection not having
been-taken,fell-Gwl-ng-a-R-ether-wise-val-id objection taken by the
Ap-plicants-Se-11-i-Or-Gau-nsel,

(xi)

The Respondent-directed-t-he-K-0461-Gt-i-04:1-0f-further evidence
outside the intended scope of the proceedings.

(xii)
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legitimate challenges raised by the Applicant to the evidence or
submissions of the objectors and then relied upon those adverse
conclusions as a basis for findings against the Applicant - refer to
the particulars in paragraphs (iii) and (iv) above the Decisions.
(xiii)

The Applicant repeats and relies upon the matters set out in
paragraphs 2, 7 and 12 above and 14 and 15 below.

14.

The making of the Decisions involved an improper exercise of power contrary to s.20(2)(e)
and 23(q) of the JR Act in that they involved an exercise of power, including under s.191 of
the EPA and s.269 of the MRA, in a manner that was so unreasonable that no reasonable
person could so exercise the power and/ or involved irrational reasoning and/or conclusions.
Particulars

(i)

The Applicant repeats and relies on the grounds set out in
paragraphs 1 to 44 13 above and 15 below.

(ii)

The First Respondent erred by finding that "at I ast one of the
fundamental principles of intergenerational equity, that being the

breached by the revised Stage 3 operations" in reliance on "the
en-vi-r-enmen-tal-pe-1-1-u-tie-R-that-will-be-Gau-secl-lay-the Stage 3 mining
Gperatie-R-s-within-t-he-M-L—la-ReIT-apart from those relating to
fraerturin-g-ancl-cleial-etion-of-aqu4fers i-R-Gi-r-G-u-na-s-tan-Ges-whe-re-s-u-G-1,1
a4ind-i-Rg-was-insan-siste-R-t-withan-el-was-Rfat-suiaper-ted-lay-the

the Stage 3 Project.
(iii)

The Respondent in the Decisions relied on the submissions of the

dismiQsive attitude of the Applicant to the community.
(iv)

The Respondent, in the Decisions, rejected the evidence of a
number of the Applicant's witnesses, but then failed to provide

alp-se-ri-Ge-ef--a-n-y-explanatiGn-la refe-rence to the length of the
reas-Gns-a-s-a-whele,er-GI:1414e-bacis that it was unnecessary.

respect to a matter that required expert knowledge without
evidence from the relevant experts on the matter.
(vi)

The Respondent found that a witness of the Applicant, Mr Graham

fe-levan-t-wit-nes-s-had-a-sorn-pensatio-n-agreement-a421421-ro-ake-geoct
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agreement-te-oempensate-foF-future-lesses-andThen-ueed-suoh
finding in a,essing the credibility of the witness.
(vii)

The Respondent took into an account irrelevant considerations by
considering i"sues associated with the development of the "West
Pit";

(viii)

The Respondent accepted the "lived experiences" of objectors
witheut-oansidencig-the-authorities-that-indioate-that-sush-e*idence
should-be-viewed-with-oautien,

(4x-)

T-14e-Resprandelsq-eut-documents-to-at-least-one-lay-witness-of-the

seteoted-fron1414e-etrial-webs-ite4noluding-cleounaents-that-Fequ-i-red
expert-knowledge-end-asked-the-witness-to-interpfet-the
documents.
(x)

In assessing the credibility of Mr Denney, the Respondent
indisates-that-Mr-Denney-cliel-not-refer-te-the-sou-roes-of
information-f.or-his-bel4efs-and-glvee-only-two-exam-eles-which-do
not-sueport-the-find4ng-a-Rd-then-finds-that-Mr-Denneyls-evidenoe,
whioh-oonsietecl-ef-an-enermoue-arneuntof-material-a-Rd-many
days-of-ofal-evidenee,should-lae-affocded-l-ittle-Or-110-weign-t,

(xi)

The Respondent generally misinterpreted the current EA
conditions.

(xii)

The Respondent made adverse findings against the Applicant and
t-ne-Department-Gf-Enviennient-and-Hentage-Proteotion-944-the
basis-of-what-tne-Respondent-referred-te-as-a-44teFal-tpuok-load-of
evidenoewithoul-identifying-ana-providi-ng-sufficient-rea-soni-ng-in
relation-te-suo14-alleged-evklenee,

(xiii)

The Respondent made findings in relation to the historical
perferna-ance-of-the-Applioant-without-preperly-ooneidering-the
conditions that exist d t the t'
f the rele
+ ct' 't'

(xiv)

In respect of health impacts, the Respondent failed to properly
14ave-regareLto-the-Applioantls-s-u-bm-issions-about-the-a-bsence-of
any-evidenoe-of-a-mental-i-I-Iness-causeel-hy-na-in-ing,

(xv)

The Respondent made adverse finelings-with-respeot-to-the-loss-of
taRel-assee4atecl-with-final-volds-withaut-taking-into-a6G0414t4ne
condition requiring that loss to be-effset-and-the-evidenee-ef-the
Aoplioant-that-SUGh-offset-had-alrea4*been-seour-ed,
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(xvi)

The Respondent erred in making the Decisions by recommending
Fefusa[s-Gn-tbe-basis-ef-gr-49444444wate-r-begs-ideratie-bsbeeause-ef
the-4&k-te-tbe-surraub4i4g-1abdhelders-an-el-tbe-pGGF-state-ef-the
G6IFreRt-mGdel-where •

A-the-Res-panelent-rn-isberlstrued-naatters-ef-ag-Feemail
Ind

B.

disagreement

-betweeb-the-greuRdwater-ex-pertsi

the Respondent made an unfair and unr atonable
assessmant-ef-the-GFeclibil4-ef-the-respestive
groundwater experts;

C.

the Respondent failed to consider key evidence by
plaering-ba-lar-l-lttle-weigh-t-GR-the-gra4b4water-advibe
from-t-be-lbisleperident-Exper-t-Sbiel4tific-Com-FRittee
(IESC) in December 2016;

D.

the Respondent failed to have regard to additional
groufKlwater-material-that-was-balsidered-by-the-1ESC
in December 2016;

.----tbe-Respepidectt-failad-te-have-regar-d-te-the-expect
ev-idebbe-ip-relatien-te-the-additiobal-greu4Awater
material considered by the IESC +n December 2016
ancl-other-relateel-issues-acklfessed-by-the-experts
during the re opened hearing;
F.

the Respondent failed to have proper regard to the
grbvtnclwater-GGR4iti0-11-6-im-posei21-04,144e-Staga-,3-Praject
aricl-pfepesed-by-the-Appl-lGant

G.

the Respondent a°cessed reliability and uncertainty of
tha-groundwater-mactelling-Mtheut-babsklering-the
slass4f4batien-abkl-boRfidenbe-level-ef--the-medelling
4Fider-tbe-AustraliaR-Gr-ounawater-Medelling-G-6144e4bas
2012;

H.

the Respondent failed to-properly-babsider-abalageus
3-14Ci-Felevant-auther-ities-i-F4-u-ding-Wandean-a4A-Aelani
Mining-Pty-Ltd-v-Lancl-S491:64Ges-ef-Geast-and-Country
Inc & Ors 12015] QLC 48;

t.

the Respondent failed to provide any or adequate
yeasens-explaiRing-what-weFe-tbe-grau-Rdwater-ris-ks-te
acljeining-landewbers-that-baukl-netetheFwisa-be
manageel-by-the-G0-1244484:16-im-posecl-0421-the-Stage-3
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Pr-Gie-Gt-andpropesed-lay-th-e-Applicant

J.

the Respondent failed to have proper regard to the fact
that-the-R141:14g-1eases--414€1-E--A-de-not-authorise-any
interference with or taking of groundwater and that the
Appl-i-Gant-wi-l-1-recOre-a-R-asseciated-water-i-iGenGe
pursuant to the Water Act 2000 (Q1d);

K.

the Respondent misdirected himself by considering that
m-a-ke-good-agreements-woul€1-net-be-a-R-a-p-p-Fapriate
means of mitigating groundwater risks to landowners
and-O-R-that-laasi-s-find-in-g411-at-in-tergeneraf+ena-l-equity

proposed make good condition-ancl-template-m-ake
good-agreemenand
L.

the Respondent misconstrued the evidence about the
post mining groundwater-im-paGts-assoGiated-with-the
Stage 3 Project.

15.

The Decisions involved the First Respondent failing to consider, or constructively rejecting
without reasons, the Applicant's substantial, clearly articulated evidence and submissions
upon which it relied and failing to adequately explain the reasons for the Decisions meaning
that:
(a)

the Decisions involved a breach of the rules of natural justice pursuant to s.20(2)(a) of
the JR Act;

(b)

the First Respondent did not have jurisdiction to make the Decisions pursuant to
s.20(2)(c) of the JR Act;

(c)

the Decisions involved an error of law pursuant to s.20(2)(f) of the JR Act; and

(d)

the Decisions were otherwise contrary to law pursuant to s.20(2)(i) of the JR Act.
Particulars
The First Respondent failed to consider how the concerns that he
had about the uncertainty associated with the groundwater
modelling were proposed to be managed and addressed through
the legal framework applicable to the Stage 3 Project as a whole
with respect to groundwater issues including the CG imposed,
stated and recommended conditions, the draft EA conditions, the
Applicant's proposed conditions to ML 50232, the conditions of the
Applicant's approval under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (0th), the associated water
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licence conditions and the underground water obligations under
the Water Act and associated evidence and submissions.
ii

The First Respondent failed to provide any or adequate reasons
explaining what were the groundwater risks to adjoining
landowners that could not otherwise be managed through the
legal framework applicable to the Stage 3 Project as referred to
above.
The First Respondent failed to consider the evidence that at the
end of mining the impacts on the quantity of water available to
nearby landowners would be known and failed to consider how
such impacts were proposed to be managed and addressed
through the legal framework referred to above, including make
good agreements, and associated submissions.

(iv)

The First Respondent expressed concern as to how a landowner
could prove a loss to their bores "with certainty" and the prospect
of them having to undertake "very expensive litigation' should the
Applicant not accept it had caused an impact. The First
Respondent failed to consider how such matters were proposed to
be managed and addressed through the legal framework
applicable to the Stage 3 Project.

ty)

The First Respondent failed to consider the basis of and reasons
given for the groundwater advice from the IESC in December
2016 and associated evidence and submissions.

(vi)

The First Respondent failed to consider additional groundwater
material that was considered by the IESC in December 2016 and
associated submissions.

(vii)

The First Respondent failed to consider the expert evidence in
relation to the additional groundwater material considered by the
IESC in December 2016 and other related issues addressed by the
experts during the re-opened hearing and associated submissions.

(viii)

The reasons for the Decisions are inadequate in identifying the
First Respondent's consideration of and conclusions with respect
to the above matters.

ix

The Applicant also relies upon paragraphs 1 to 14 above to the
extent that those paragraphs also deal with a failure to consider
and a failure to provide adequate reasons.

The Applicant claims:
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1.

A declaration that the Decisions are invalid and of no effect.

2.

An order quashing or alternatively setting aside the Decisions with effect as from 31 May
2017.

3.

An order referring the matters to which the Decisions relate back to the Land Court of
Queensland for further consideration and determination by a Member other than the First
Respondent consistent with the reasons of this Court and according to law.

4.

Such further or other order as the Court considers appropriate.

5.

Costs.

TO THE RESPONDENT
A directions hearing in this application (and any claim by the Applicant for an interlocutory order)
will be heard by the Court at the time, date and place specified below. If there is no attendance
before the Court by you or by your counsel or solicitor, the application may be dealt with and
judgment may be given or an order made in your absence. Before any attendance at that time, you
may file and serve notice of address for service.
APPOINTMENT FOR DIRECTIONS HEARING
Time and date:
Place:

QEII Courts of Law Complex
415 George Street, Brisbane, QLD, 4000

Signed:
Registrar of the Supreme Court, BRISBANE Registry
Dated:

15 June 2017

PARTICULARS OF THE APPLICANT:
Name:
Applicant's residential or business address:
Applicant's solicitor's name:
and firm name:
Solicitor's business address:
Address for service:
Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail address:

Signed:
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New Acland Coal Pty Ltd ACN 081 022 380
c/o New Hope Group,
Building 3, 22 Magnolia Dr, Brookwater QLD 4300
Mark Geritz
Clayton Utz
Level 28, Riparian Plaza, 71 Eagle Street
Brisbane Qld 4000
Level 28, Riparian Plaza, 71 Eagle Street
Brisbane Qld 4000
(07) 3292 7000
(07) 3221 9669
mgeritz©claytonutz.com
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Description:

Solicitors for the Applicant

Dated:

4-54uRe 28 November 2017

This application is to be served on:
of:

of:

of:
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Paul Anthony Smith, Member of the Land Court of
Queensland
Land Court of Queensland
Level 8, 363 George Street
aris-baRe-,-Q-L-D7-40-00
Cl- Gerard Sammon
GR Cooper
Crown Solicitor
11th Floor, State Law Building
50 Ann Street
Brisbane, QLD, 4000

Oakey Coal Action Alliance Inc.
C/- Environmental Defenders Office (Old) Inc
8/205 Montague Rd
West End, QLD, 4101

Chief Executive, Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection
C/- Peter Dwyer
GR Cooper
Crown Solicitor
11th Floor, State Law Building
50 Ann Street
Brisbane, QLD, 4000

